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GENERAL INFORMATION GENERAL INFORMATION

BIOPSEL (BIOpolymer Primary Structure ELucidation) is designed for determining the biopolymer structure based on 1D 13C NMR data. It allows to predict the structure of polymers built of repeating units of one to nine monomers linked by glycosidic, amidic or phosphodiester bonds. To solve the real task the following data are required:
monomeric composition
1D 13C NMR spectrum
databases (see “The databases used”)
The accuracy of structure prediction considerably depends on how complete the chemical shifts and substitution effect databases are. The default databases distributed with the program are sufficient to predict widespread structures of bacterial glycopolymers with acceptable accuracy.

BIOPSEL was designed in the NMR Center of N.D. Zelinsky Institute of Organic Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences.

Program code by Philip Toukach.
Databases by Philip Toukach, Alexander Shashkov and coworkers.

If encountered a program error, chemical or NMR-spectroscopic inaccuracy or any other bug, please contact the author by e-mail tou@ioc.ac.ru.


(!)  In this document the term substitution means either glycosidic or amide or phosphodiester linkage at any carbon atom except C1. E.g. in the fragment Glc(14)Gal, the glucose residue is substituting and galactose residue is substituted at position 4.


New in version 3.0 New in version 3.0

As compared to the previous version 2.07, the current version 3.0 has the following advantages:
	only those anomeric and absolute configurations that are known can be specified as input, while those that remain unknown will be iterated through at the stage of structure generation. Thus knowing anomeric and absolute configurations is no longer required to perform the analysis.

the program allows to specify constraints on substitutuin pattern, i.e. some positions can be specified (for any residue) to be obligatory substituted in each generated structure. Knowlefge of substitution positions positively affects the accuracy and performance of calculation.
the database format was changed to adopt separate records for substitution by pyranoses, furanoses, alditols, phosphate groups or nonsugar residues.
the database format was changed to adopt separate records for residues with carboxyl group at C1 and for residues with additional carbon chain at C1.
the maximal number of significant carbons is increased to 9 per residue and the databases are updated correspondingly.
the maximal number of residues per repeating unit is increased to 9
the limitation forbiding biphosphates among generated structures was removed
the program code is rewritten as 32-bit, which improved the reliability and compatibility. Compared under Windows-family operating systems, the version 3.02 is approximately 20% faster than version 2.07.

Distribution, installation and execution Distribution, installation and execution

The distribution of BIOPSEL, ver. 3.02 contains the following files and directories:
file or directory
file type
description
C13DATA	(DIR)
text
this directory contains *.DAT files of the spectral database (and may be appended)
TASKS	(DIR)
text
this directory contains *.TSK files with descriptions of several real tasks (and may be appended)
CALC.STR	(7 K)
text
the manual for how to simulate the spectrum for the given structure and samples of several structures to analyze in this mode (may be appended)
EFFECTS.PS	(51 K)
text
the substitution effects database (may be appended) and description of its format
EXAMPLE.TSK	(3 K)
text
the example of task formulation, with detailed comments
NAMES.PS	(8 K)
text
the residues database (may be appended) and description of its format
PS_305E.DOC	(560 K)
Rich Text Format
this user’s manual (English)
PS_301R.DOC	(710 K)
Rich Text Format
this user’s manual (Russian)
BIOPSEL.EXE	(174 K)
executable
the executable program code
EXAMPLE.DAT	(4 K)
text
the description of spectral database format and additional notes on how this data are interpreted

The demo version contains the executable file DEMO.EXE instead of BIOPSEL.EXE. The maximal size of repeating units is limited to 4 residues in demo version. The piece of code responsible for analysis of bigger units is physically absent from this demo software.
The demo version does not require installation. As you copy files listed above to the appropriate directory on your hard disk, the program is ready to work. The full version is compiled the different way for each computer it is installed on and the installation instructions are available on purchase.
To solve the real task you have to prepare the file with task description, as described below in this manual (see “Task formulation”), and to run BIOPSEL.EXE with the prepared file name passed as a command line parameter, e.g. BIOPSEL MY_TASK.TSK. If the task file extension is .TSK, it may be omitted. The task file name may be preceded by DOS-path to it, e.g. BIOPSEL TASKS\MY_TASK.TSK.
The calculation may be terminated by pressing Ctrl-Break. In this case the calculation is stopped after the current sequence (see below) analysis is finished.
Basing on the program output, you may have to extend the existing databases in NAMES.PS, EFFECTS.PS and C13DATA\*.DAT files (see also “The used databases”).


TASK FORMULATIONTASK FORMULATION

Standard mode: prediction of the structure that has the given experimental spectrumStandard mode prediction of the structure that has the given experimental spectrum

The task to solve must be formulated in the text file with the format described below in this chapter. To simplify this process copy the file EXAMPLE.TSK and edit the copy obtained to create the new task.

Any line in the task description file is considered a comment if beginning with semicolon (‘;’), all the other lines are interpreted as data.
The first data line describes the monomeric composition. Residue descriptions may be in any order and should be separated with spaces. To describe each residue the following character set is required:
<anomeric configuration ><absolute configuration ><residue name>  or  ‘P’.
The residue named ‘P’ means the reserved “residue of phosphate group”.
The anomeric configuration is specified with one character: ‘a’ (=-anomeric form), ’b’ (=-anomeric form), ’c’ (=the residue has no anomeric forms) or ‘?’ (the anomeric configuration is unknown). The absolute configuration is specified with one character too: ‘D’ or ’L’ or ‘?’ (=unknown). The residue name identifies the residue and consists of three or four characters. If the fourth character is ‘P’ the residue is considered as 1-phosphorylated. The allowed residue names are listed in “Residue database” chapter.
For example, the line ?Dglcn cLlys c?groP aDkdo P is the characteristic of the following monomeric composition: D-glucosamine with unknown anomeric configuration, L‑lysine, glycerol‑1‑phosphate with unknown absolute configuration, the residue of -D-KDO and one phosphate group.

Each residue description may be preceeded with substitution constraint record, which consists of two characters and a closing parenthesis:
record
introduced constraints
??)
no constraints except those dictated by the residue structure. This record is equivalent to the absence of constraint record for the residue.
xx)
the residue should be terminal (i.e. unsubstituted, in the end od a side chain)
?x)
the residue should be either monosubstituted (at any position) or terminal
Nx)
the residue should be monosubstituted exactly at position N (where N is the carbon number)
N?)
the residue should be monosubstituted at position N or bisubstituted while one of positions is N (where N is the carbon number)
NM)
the residue should be bisubstituted exactly at positions N and M (where N, M are the carbon numbers)
E.g. the residue record 3?)a?galf refers to -galactofuranose with unknown absolute configuration, substituted at position 3, and probably at some other position too.

The following data lines contain the experimental 13C NMR spectrum. Chemical shifts multiplied by ten should be specified as positive integers separated with spaces or line ends. The sequence of signals is arbitrary. The whole data block must be followed by at least one empty line. If the spectrum contains signals of double (or more) integral intensity they should be specified several times, in correspondence with the number of carbons that gave the signal. The signals of acetyl groups should not be specified, ones of carboxyl groups should be. For example, the spectral data block may be of the following kind:
1038 740 751 811 779 1750 986 509 687 697 701 701
1025 569 748 709 754 670
1017 552 842 701 766 621



Except mentioned, the task description file may contain the following optional lines:
line
its affect
Correction: <value>
Specifies the correction to all 13C chemical shift values. The value of correction must be in ppm multiplied by ten, specified as signed integer from -99 to +99. E.g., the line Correction: +12 adds +1.2 ppm to the chemical shift of every signal. The default value is 0.
Limit: <value >
Specifies how many structures (from 1 to 99) are output as a result. E.g. the line Limit: 10 informs the program that after simulation of spectra for all the possible structures it must select ten structures corresponding to the experimental spectrum the best way. The default value is 20.
Widespread
Sets the WIDESPREAD workmode. In this mode the structure generator skips structures with three or more residues in side chains (within the repeating unit), or with alditols linked via any other linkage but phosphodiester, or with non-carbohydrate residues in the backbone.
The file should be ended with at least one empty line.


The CALC mode: simulation of the 13C spectrum for the given structureThe CALC mode simulation of the 13C spectrum for the given structure

The CALC mode can be initiated by specifying the /CALC command line parameter followed by the name of file describing the structure to simulate the spectrum for e.g., BIOPSEL /CALC MY_STRUC.STR. If the structure file extension is .STR, it may be omitted. The structure file name may be preceded by DOS-path to it, e.g. BIOPSEL /CALC STRUCTUR\MY_STRUC.STR.
The first non-comment line in this text file should describe the structure to analyze. Its format is similar to the format in which structures are output in standard mode; for example, this line may be the following:
--[aDfucn--P-]-4]2)bDqu3n--
The combination of square brackets (identifying side chains) and hyphens (identifying interresidue links) defines the structure topology. The allowed topologies are listed in the chapter “Supplied repeating unit topologies”.

The character set identifying each residue should comply with the following format:
<anomeric configuration ><absolute configuration ><residue name>  or  ‘P’.
The residue named ‘P’ means the reserved “residue of phosphate group” and does not require specification of anomeric and absolute configurations.
The anomeric configuration is specified with one character: ‘a’ (=-anomeric form), ’b’ (=-anomeric form) or ’c’ (=the residue has no anomeric forms). The absolute configuration is specified with one more character: ‘D’ or ’L’. The residue name identifies the residue and consists of three or four characters. If the fourth character is ‘P’ the residue is considered as 1‑phosphorylated. The allowed residue names are listed in “Residues database” chapter.

If the residue is monosubstituted its description must be preceded by monosubstitution identifier like following: “<main chain attachment position>)”. If the residue is bisubstituted its description must be preceded by bisubstitution identifier like following: “<side chain attachment position>]<main chain attachment position>)”. E.g. 3]4)aDrhan identifies the 3,4-disubstituted (side chain at C3, main chain at C4) residue of ‑D‑aminorhamnose.

The samples of real bacterial biopolymer structures are listed in the file CALC.STR. To obtain the theoretical 13C spectrum for one of these structures its needed to remove the comment sign (‘;’) from the corresponding line in this file and run the program as BIOPSEL /CALC CALC.STR. Similar to this, you may create your own structure-set files with all lines but one converted to comments.


THE DATABASES USED THE DATABASES USED

Residue databaseResidue database

The residues database is stored in NAMES.PS text file and contains information on structural properties of monomeric residues that program interprets. If the desired residue is missing from the database its description may be added by editing NAMES.PS file with any editor allowing to save files in ‘text only’ format (e.g. Notepad).
Each residue is described by the line of the following format:
<residue name> /<atom identifiers><qualifiers>; <comments>

The <residue name> abbreviates the name of the residue in three or four characters and must be followed by one blankspace. If the fourth character is either “P” or “p”, the residue is considered as forming phosphodiester linkage at C1 instead of glycosidic. The name “P” is reserved for the “residue of phosphate group”, which does not require description in the database. Thus, the glycerol-1-phosphate residue may be described in two ways: as “groP” residue and as two residues of “gro” and “P”. In most cases the former way produces more accurate results and the latter is used only if it is not known which residue is 1‑phosphorylated.

<Atom identifiers> are the blankspace-separated 3-character records describing the properties of each carbon within a residue. These identifiers should comply the following format::
1st character
The carbon number. Identifiers with sequntially growing numbers should appear in the according sequence. The C1 carbon does not require any identificatior and is always selected so that the residue forms the bond (=“substitutes another residue”) at C1 (e.g. this is anomeric carbon for sugar residues, end of chain for alditols, -carbon for N-linked aminoacids etc.). The carbon enumeration starts from C1 and goes to the furthest atom. If the residue is cyclic, the enumeration proceeds in the direction away from the heteroatom. If the residue has more than one chains attached to C1, the smaller-mass chain is enumerated first. If the residue can form two types of substistuting linkage these variants should be described as separate residues.
2nd character
The type of this carbon:
	'o' – a carbon bearing a hydroxyl or ether group (e.g. atoms C2-C4 in pyranoses)
	'c' – a carbon within a carboxyl group (e.g. С6 in uronic acids)
	'n' – a carbon bearing an amino group or its derivative (e.g. С2 in N‑acetylglucosamine)
	'd' – desoxygenated carbon (e.g. methylen group or C5 in pyranoses)
3rd character
Orientation of proton at this carbon:
	'a' – axial proton,
	'e' – equatorial proton,
	'c' – neither axial nor equatorial or both at once (e.g. С2 in 2-desoxysugars or atoms within open chains)
E.g. galactosamine-uronic acid is described with the following atom identifiers : 2na 3oa 4oe 5da 6cc

<Qualifiers> are additional expressions describing the structural properties of the residue. If none of them are specified the residue is considered as built basing on a pyranose cycle. The following table lists the supplied qualifiers:
qualifier
property
Nlink
The residue’s C1 forms an amidic bond with -COOH or -NH2 group. If there is such qualifier, the residue is considered as forming a glycosidic or phosphodiester (if its name is ended with “p”) linkage. If the residue is able to form both types of linkage, this variants should differ in carbon enumeration and be described as two separate residues.
Catt
One of protons at С1 is substuituted by an additional chain (often -CH2OH group) (e.g. in ketosugars)
Aatt
One of protons at С1 is substuituted by a carboxyl group (e.g. in nonulosonic acids)
ald
The residue is in the form of uncyclic alditol
fur
The residue is in the furanose form
non
Identifies non-carbohydrate residues.




Examples: 
gaan /  2na 3oa 4oe 5da 6cc	; galactosamine uronic acid
fu3n /  2oa 3na 4oe 5da 6dc	; 3-aminofucose
lycf /  2oe 3oa 4da 5dc  fur	; lycsofuranose
ribp /  2oc 3oc 4oc 5oc ald	; ribitol-1-phosphate (alditol)
fru / 2oe 3oe 4oa 5da 6oc Catt	; fructose
etnp /  2nc non	; phosphoethanolamine linked via phosphorus
lys /  2cc 3dc 4dc 5dc 6nc non Nlink Aatt	; lysine linked via -amino group

For more examples see NAMES.PS file.
The program can handle residues of up to nine carbons. If the residue desired contains more carbons, it is needed to renumber atoms skipping those with uninformative chemical shifts of 13C NMR signals. The numbers obtained should describe nine most significant atoms and they will be used as substitution position identifiers. In the spectral and effects databases chemical shifts should be specified only for the numbered atoms.


Substitution effect databaseSubstitution effect database

The substitution effects database is stored in EFFECTS.PS file and contains information on chemical shifts dependencies on how monomeric residues are substituted. It is used if the program can not find the empirical information in the spectral database. If the desired effect is missing from the database its description may be added by editing EFFECTS.PS file with any editor allowing to save files in ‘text only’ mode (e.g. Notepad).
Each substitution effect is described by one line (see below) and the lines are combined into data blocks, each corresponding to a certain residue. Each block must be preceded with the line of the kind: #<residue name>. The residue name is the name described in the residue database and it indicates which residue effects are described in the data block.
If the program requires an undescribed effect of pyranoside substitution, it searches for the corresponding effect it either in #glc (for 2-hydroxyresidues) or #glcn (for 2-aminoresidues) block for gluco-residues; either in #man or #mann block for manno-residues; either in #gal or #galn block for galacto-residues etc.
The data blocks should be located in EFFECTS.PS in the following sequence:
1.) Data blocks for ancestor 2-hydroxyresidues of all configurations (#glc, #man, #all, #gal, #alt, #tal, #gul, #ido) and for ancestor configurations of pyranose residues containing other number of carbons than 6. In the latter case, the number of atoms should be specified exactly after the block name (e.g. #glc5 for basic effects of xylose residue, #all8 for basic effects of KDO etc.). If any of these blocks presents, it should contain all possible substitution effects for the corresponding residue.
2.) Data blocks for modeling residues of #furX (where X is the number of carbons in a residue). These blocks describe default effects for any furanosides with corresponding number of carbons (#fur5, #fur6 etc.)
3.) Data blocks for modeling residues of #aldX (where X is the number of carbons in a residue). These blocks describe default effects for any alditols with corresponding number of carbons (#ald3 for glycerol derivatives, #ald5 for ribitol, arabinitol and xylitol etc.)
4.) The special block #non describing default - and -effects of substitution of any non-carbohydrate residues. The internal format of this block differs from others (see below).
5.) Data blocks for basic 2-aminoresidues (#glcn, #mann, #galn etc.). These blocks may be incomplete. If such block presents, the block for the corresponding ancestor residue should present above in the file, e.g. if there is #ido5n block, the #ido5 block should present before it in EFFECTS.PS.
6.) Data blocks for all the other residues. Again, the corresponding basic block should present above in the file, e.g. if there is #fucn block, the #gal block should present before it (because fucosamine is the derivative of galactose).
7.) The special data block #P reserved for phosphorus oxide. The internal format of this block differs from others (see below).

Each data line within any block (except #non and #P) describes the certain substitution effect and should comply the following format:
<effect qualifier>--><effect on C-1’> /<substitution effects>
Effect on С1’ is the effect on the 1st carbon of the substituting residue as compared to free residue with ‑OH group at C1. The number of substitution effects specified should correspond to the number of carbons within a residue. Each effect is described as a signed number with one (and the space before) or two digits before decimal point and one digit after. These numbers position within a line is fixed, so the best way to avoid errors while creating a new effect is to copy one of existing lines and modify it keeping positions of decimal points constant.

The effects on C2 and C5 carbons of the substituting pyranose residue are not described in the database and the program uses the following values:
substituting residue configuration
effect on Ñ-2
effect on Ñ-5
-gluco-
-gluco-
-manno-
-manno-
-galacto-
-galacto-
0.0
-1.0
-0.5
-1.0
0.0
-1.4
+0.5
0.0
+0.5
0.0
+0.5
0.0
rest analogously, with consideration of proton orientation



The effects specified in the database relate to glycosidic and phosphodiester linkages. In the case of amidic linkage the following effects are used:
at C1 of substituting residue
at -carbon
at -carbons
0.0
-3.0
+1.0

The effect qualifier consists of 9 characters describing the substitution type (fields are not separated with spaces):
<descriptor of additional substituents at C1 (1 character)>
<type of functional group at C2 of the substituting residue (1 character)>
<proton orientation group at C2 of the substituting residue (1 character)>
<absolute configurations combination (2 characters)>
<anomeric configuration of the substituting residue (1 character)>
<type of the substituting residue (1 character)>
<substitution position (1 character)>
<anomeric configuration of the substituted residue itself (1 character)>
The listed fields may be the following:

character 1:
peculiarities at C1’
description of the substituting residue
n
a
c
normal residue without additional chains
a residue bearing a carboxyl group at С1
a residue bearing an additional chain at C1 (often –CH2OH)

character 2:
functional group at C2’
description of the substituting residue
o
n
d
2-hydroxy residue or its ether derivative 
2-amino residue or its derivative
2-desoxy residue
If the needed effect for 2-amino or 2-desoxy residue is missing, the program utilizes the effect for 2-hydroxy residue. In the case of substitution by phosphate group (type ‘P’) this field is ignored.

character 3:
H2’ proton orientation
description of the substituting residue
a
e
o
a residue with axial proton at C2
a residue with equatorial proton at C2
a residue with non-oriented (as in open chains) proton at C2 or with two protons at C2 or any borderline case.
If the needed effect for the residue with equatorial or non-oriented proton at C2 is missing, the program utilizes the effect for the residue with axial proto at C2. In the case of substitution by phosphate group (type ‘P’) this field is ignored.

characters 4-5:
absolute configuration combination
absolute configurations of substituting and substituted residues
DD
DL
the same
different

character 6:
anomeric configuration of the substituting residue
description of the substituting residue
a
b
x
-anomeric form 
-anomeric form
the residue has no anomeric forms
This field is interpreted for pyranose or furanose substituents only.

character 7:
type of the substituting residue
the substituting residue description
S
F
A
P
N
pyranoside
furanoside
alditol
any 1‑phosphorylated residue linked via phosphate group
any other residue (e.g. amino acid)

character 8:
substitution position
may be from 2 to the number of atoms in this residue

character 9:
anomeric configuration of the substituted residue
description of the substituted residue
a
b
‘_‘ (blankspace)
-anomeric form 
-anomeric form
the residue has no anomeric forms or the effects are used for both anomeric forms

E.g. nneDLbS3a -> +7.0 / +0.3 +7.5 -1.3  0.0  0.0  0.0 in #glc group describes effects of substitution of the -gluco-residue at position 3 by -pyranose with equatorial proton at C2, amino group at C2, and different absolute configuration; 
nooDDxA5 ->  0.0 /  0.0  0.0  0.0 -0.9 +3.2 in #ald5 group describes default effects of substitution of penta-alditols at position 5 by other alditols (with –OH at C2) with the same absolute configuration.

If there are two or more lines that can be applied to a single variant of substitution (e.g. noaDDaS  -> and noaDDaSa ->), those that is closer to the end of file is used.

Each data line within #non block describes the certain substitution effect and should comply the following format:
< effect qualifier >-->< effect on C1’> /<-effect of substitution><- effect of substitution>
Effect on C1’ is the effect on the first carbon of the substituting residue as compared to free residue with ‑OH group at C1. -Effect is the effect on the carbon corresponding to the substitution position, -effects are the effects on carbons with neighboring numbers (or on only one carbon, if the substitution position is at the end of enumeration). Each of effect is a signed number with one (and the space before) or two digits before decimal point and one digit after.
The effect qualifier has the same format as in the other data blocks but the substitution position field should contain ‘X’ (because these effects are applied to any positions).
E.g., nooDDxNX ->  0.0 / +3.0 -1.0 line in #non group describes effects of non-sugar residues substitution by other non-sugar residues with open chain and hydroxyl group at C2.

Each data line within #P block describes the certain substitution effect and should comply the following format:
<effect qualifier>--><effect on C1’>  <effect on C2’>
Effects on C-1’ and C-2’ (separated with two blank spaces) are effects on the first and second carbons of the substituting residue as compared to free residue with ‑OH group at C1. Both of them are signed numbers with one (and the space before) or two digits before decimal point and one digit after.
The effect qualifier has the same format as in the other data blocks but the absolute configurations combination field is ignored, anomeric configuration of the substituted residue should be ‘_‘, and the substitution position should be ‘1’.
E.g., ndoXXaF1 -> +3.3   -1.5 line in #P group describes effects on C1’ and C2’ of 2-desoxyfuranose, attached to the phosphate group by its C1 carbon.


The spectral databaseThe spectral database

The spectral database is stored in C13DATA\*.DAT files and contains information on chemical shifts of the monomeric residues substituted the certain way. If the desired dataset is missing from the database, its description may be added by editing the corresponding *.DAT file with any editor allowing to save files in ‘text only’ mode (e.g. Notepad). If the whole file is missing it may be created the same way.

Each file of the spectral database matches one residue in a certain anomeric form. The file name is composed using the following format:
1st character
residue’s anomeric configuration (‘a’=alpha, ‘b’=beta, ‘c’=the residue has no anomeric forms).
2nd character
‘-’ (hyphen).
characters 3-6 
residue name of three or four characters. If the fourth character is ‘p’, the residue is considered as forming phosphodiester linkage instead of glycosidic. The allowed residue names are listed in NAMES.PS file, commented in “Residue database” chapter.
filename extension
‘DAT’
For example, chemical shifts of -fucosamine are described in the file C13DATA\b-fucn.dat; ones of glycerol-1-phosphate are in the file C13DATA\c-grop.dat.

The data files (*.DAT) contain data lines, each describing the chemical shifts of the residue encoded in the filename and substituted the certain way. The variants of substitution are identified by the line prefices (see below). Every line (except comment lines beginning with semicolon mark ‘;’) must comply the following format:
<prefix>-><effect on C1 of the 1st substituent> < effect on C1 of the 2nd substituent > <chemical shifts for all carbons of the substituted residue separated by spaces>
Effects on C1 of the 1st and 2nd substituents are effects on the first carbons of the substituting residues as compared with free residues with ‑OH group at C1. If the prefix identifies the residue as terminal, both of these effects should be ‘ 0.0’; in the case of monosubstitution only the 2nd effect should be ‘ 0.0’. Effects on C1 of the substituting residues are specified as unsigned (positive) numbers with one (and the space before) or two digits before decimal point and one digit after. The number of specified chemical shifts should correspond to the number of atoms in the residue described. Each chemical shift is specified as unsigned positive number with one (with two blank spaces before), two (with one blankspace before) or three digits before decimal point and one digit after. These numbers position within a line is fixed, so the best way to avoid errors while creating a new line is to copy one of existing lines and modify it keeping positions of decimal points constant.

The prefix defines to what kind of substitution the dataline corresponds and has the following format:
character position within prefix
its meaning
1
Anomeric configuration of the 1st substituent (the substituent in a position with less number is considered as ‘first’):
'a' = -anomeric form
'b' = -anomeric form
'x' = there is no 1st substituent (i.e. the residue is not substituted)
2
The type of the first substituent:
'S' = pyranoside
'F' = furanoside
'A' = alditol
'P' = any 1‑phosphorylated residue linked via phosphate group
'N' = any other residue
'x' = there is no 1st substituent (i.e. the residue is not substituted)
3
‘(‘
4-5
The functional group at C2 of the 1st substituent:
'2O' = -OH or -OR group
'2N' = -NH2 or NHR group
'2D' = С2 carbon bears no functional group (desoxygenated carbon)
'2x' = there is no 1st substituent (i.e. the residue is not substituted) or it is phosphate

6
‘,’
7-8
Orientation of proton at C2 of the 1st substituent:
‘2a’ = axial (gluco-, galacto- etc.)
’2e’ = equatorial (manno- etc.)
’2c’ = indefinite (e.g. in open chains) or both at once (e.g. in2-desoxysugars)
’2x’ = there is no 1st substituent (i.e. the residue is not substituted) or it is phosphate
9
‘,’
10-11
The combination of absolute configurations of the 1st substituent and the residue itself:
‘DD’ = same
’DL’ = different
’XX’ = there is no 1st substituent (i.e. the residue is terminal) or it is phosphate
12
‘,’
13
Peculiarities at С1 of the 1st substituent:
‘n’ = no peculiarities
’a’ = С1 is bearing a carboxyl group 
’c’ = С1 is bearing and additional chain (often –CH2OH)
14
‘)’
15
The position of the 1st substituent attachment to the residue (the carbon number). If there is no 1st substituent (i.e. residue is not substituted) ‘0’ should be specified.
16
‘/’
17-31
the same data (as in characters 1-15) but for the second substituent.
There is no 2nd substituent if the residue is terminal or monosubstituted.
For example, prefix aS(2N,2e,DL,n)2;xX(2x,2x,XX,n)0 identifies monosubstitution at C2 by 2‑amino--pyranose with equatorial proton at C2 (e.g. manno-) and different absolute configuration; the prefix aS(2N,2e,DL,n)3;xP(2x,2x,XX,n)6 identifies bisubstitution by the similar residue at C3 and by phosphate group at C6.

The first non-comment line in the data file should describe the terminal residue, i.e. it should have the prefix x(2x,2x,XX)0;x(2x,2x,XX)0. Otherwise, simulation of spectra for the structures containing this residue is impossible.
In all the lines, chemical shift for C1 carbon is specified as for the residue not forming linkage at C1. Chemical shifts for C2 and C5 carbons are specified without any corrections (by substitution effects at C2’ and C5’) in the first line (as for free monomeric residue) and with them in all the other lines (as for the residue forming linkage at C1).
If the substituting residue is non-carbohydrate or linked via amidic or phosphodiester bond, the program does not manipulate with effects on its C1, C2 and C5. Therefore, such residues should be described in the spectral database as already forming linkage at C1, i.e. with added effects on C1, C2 and C5.

The brief listing of the spectral database distributed with the program is on the next page.

The program distribution package includes the spectral database covering the following residues:
residues
residue
file names
total number of datalines
basic hexapyranosides
allose
altrose
galactose
galactosamine
galactose-2,3-diamine
glucose
glucosamine
glucose-2,3-diamine
gulose
idose
mannose
mannosamine
mannose-2,3-diamine
talose
a-ALL.dat, b-ALL.dat
a-ALT.dat, b-ALT.dat
a-GAL.dat, b-GAL.dat
a-GALN.dat, b-GALN.dat
a-L23N.dat, b-L23N.dat
a-GLC.dat, b-GLC.dat
a-GLCN.dat, b-GLCN.dat
a-G23N.dat, b-G23N.dat
a-GUL.dat, b-GUL.dat
a-IDO.dat, b-IDO.dat
a-MAN.dat, b-MAN.dat
a-MANN.dat, b-MANN.dat
a-M23N.dat, b-M23N.dat
a-TAL.dat, b-TAL.dat
1+1
1+2
250+255
74+74
1+1
80+94
101+102
1+1
1+1
1+1
67+61
37+38
1+1
1+1
6-desoxy-hexapyranosides
6d-altrose
fucose
fucosamine
fucose-3-amine
fucose-4-amine
6d-idose
quinovose
quinovosamine
bacilosamine
quinovose-3-amine
quinovose-4-amine
rhamnose
rhamnose-2,3-diamine
6d-talose
a-AT6D.dat, b-AT6D.dat
a-FUC.dat, b-FUC.dat
a-FUCN.dat, b-FUCN.dat
a-FU3N.dat, b-FU3N.dat
a-FU4N.dat
a-ID6D.dat, b-ID6D.dat
a-QUI.dat, b-QUI.dat
a-QUIN.dat, b-QUIN.dat
a-Q24N.dat, b-Q24N.dat
a-QU3N.dat, b-QU3N.dat
b-QU4N.dat
a-RHA.dat, b-RHA.dat
a-R23N.dat, b-R23N.dat
a-TA6D.dat, b-TA6D.dat
1+1
38+37
33+33
1+1
2
1+1
1+1
26+25
1+1
1+2
1
271+255
1+1
5+1
hex-uronic acids
altruronic acid
galacturonic acid
galactofuranosiduronic acid
glucuronic acid
mannuronic acid
mannosamine uronic a.
a-ALTA.dat
a-GAA.dat, b-GAA.dat
a-GAFA.dat, b-GAFA.dat
a-GLA.dat, b-GLA.dat
a-MAA.dat, b-MAA.dat
b-MAAN.dat
2
37+37
1+1
37+38
1+1
1
pentapyranosides
arabinose
lycsose
ribose
xylose
sorbose
tagatose
psycose
fructose
a-ARA.dat, b-ARA.dat
a-LYC.dat, b-LYC.dat
a-RIB.dat, b-RIB.dat
a-XYL.dat, b-XYL.dat
a-SOR.dat
a-TAG.dat, b-TAG.dat
a-PSY.dat, b-PSY.dat
a-FRU.dat, b-FRU.dat
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
1
1+1
1+1
1+1
hexafuranosides
altrofuranose
6d-altrofuranose
galactofuranose
fucofuranose
6d-idofuranose
talofuranose
6d-talofuranose
a-ALTF.dat, b-ALTF.dat
a-A6DF.dat, b-A6DF.dat
b-GALF.dat
a-FUCF.dat, b-FUCF.dat
a-I6DF.dat, b-I6DF.dat
a-TALF.dat, b-TALF.dat
a-T6DF.dat, b-T6DF.dat
1+1
1+1
2
1+1
1+1
1+1
1+1
pentafuranosides
arabinofuranose
ribofuranse
xylofuranse
sorbofuranse
tagatofuranse
psycofuranse
fructofuranse
a-ARAF.dat, b-ARAF.dat
a-RIBF.dat, b-RIBF.dat
a-XYLF.dat, b-XYLF.dat
a-SORF.dat
b-TAGF.dat
a-PSYF.dat, b-PSYF.dat
a-FRUF.dat, b-FRUF.dat
1+3
1+2
1+1
1
1
1+1
1+1



uncyclic alditols
glycerol
erytritol
threitol
arabinitol
ribitol
xylitol
mannitol
galactitol
galactitol-2-amine
glucitol
c-GRO.dat
c-ERYL.dat
c-THRL.dat
c-ARAL.dat
c-RIBL.dat
c-XYLL.dat
c-MANL.dat
c-GALL.dat
c-GANL.dat
c-GLCL.dat
9
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
aminoacids
alanine
argenine
asparagine
asparaginic acid
cysthine
cystheine
glutamine
glutaminic acid
glycine
hystidine
isoleucine
leucine
lysine
methionine
serine
threonine
valine
c-ALA.dat
c-ARG.dat
c-ASN.dat
c-ASPA.dat
c-CYS.dat
c-CYSH.dat
c-GLN.dat
c-GLUA.dat
c-GLY.dat
c-HYS.dat
c-ILE.dat
c-LEU.dat
c-LYS.dat
c-MET.dat
c-SER.dat
c-THR.dat
c-VAL.dat
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
residues forming phosphodiester linkage
ethylene glycol P
ethanolamine P
glycerol P
ribitol P
c-ETLP.dat
c-ETNP.dat
c-GROP.dat
c-RIBP.dat
1
1
14
3
other residues
KDO
neuraminic acid
legionaminic acid
pseudaminic acid
alanino-ethanolamine
alanino-lysine
choline
hydroxypropionic acid
a-KDO.dat, b-KDO.dat
a-NEU.dat, b-NEU.dat
b-LEG.dat
a-PSE.dat
c-ALET.dat
c-ALYS.dat
c-CHO.dat
c-HPRO.dat
2+1
1+1
1
1
1
1
1
1

RESULT OUTPUTRESULT OUTPUT

Run-time messagesRun-time messages

Top estimation for the number of sequences is <number of sequences>.
- the top estiation of the number of possible residue combinations (“sequences”) without considering substitution positions and configurations. The number of sequences depends on the number of residues in a repeating unit, on residues’ abilities to be mono- or bisubstituted, on the number of duplicate residues in monomeric composition, on the type of linkage (glycosidic, amidic or phosphodiester) formed by each residue and on whether the WIDESPREAD mode is on or off.
Sequence now: <the number of current sequence being analyzed> (<the percent of work done>)
time left: <the estimation of the calculation time left, days, hours, minutes>

If the program is running in CALC mode, instead of calculationstatistics the spectrum assignment is output (see “Result output in CALC mode”)>

<number of structures, directly or in K or M units> structures checked.
-informs for how many structures the 13С NMR spectrum was simulated. 1K=1024, 1M=K2. 

Elapsed time is: <the calculation time elapsed, days, hours, minutes>.

The calculation result was written into <file name> 
- informs into which file the calculation result was written

Press any key to return to Windows
means the program has finished the calculation and is waiting for the key press to close its window
Can not continue.
means the program has terminated due to error. This message is preceded by the error message (see “Error messages”).
The сalculation is terminated…
means the calculation has been aborted. The reason for this is output after the word terminated and may be:
by user (pressing Ctrl-Break)
due to the console close (the window in which the program was running has been closed)
due to the system logoff (the user has logged off the operating gsystem envelope)
due to the system shutdown (the system shutdown was initiated)


Result output in standard modeResult output in standard mode

The output is directed to the file with the same name as task file, but with .RES extension. It includes the following data:

The monomeric composition and constraints are: <monomeric composition, known anomeric and absolute configurations, substitution constraints>
Here are <number of structures> structures that match the spectrum the best:

Linear: <the list of linear structures>
Widespread branched: <the list of widespread branched structures>
Rarely occurring branched: <the list of rarely occurring branched structures>

The following keywords may replace any list of structures:
1.) absent - means that no structures within the given category satisfy the input conditions specified
2.) skipped - means that generation of structures within the given category is skipped 
due to the WIDESPREAD mode is on.

Each structure is output in a standard format similar to the format of its description in the structure-file while the CALC mode is on. Then follows the symbolic record of topology (in parentheses) and the average deviation (after ‘Dev.:’) of the spectrum simulated for this structure from the experimental spectrum specified in a task file.
E.g.
14: --[Lala-]-6]4)bDgla--4)bDglc--2)aDgal--[bDgaln-]-3]4)bDgaln--  (-[x]xxx[x]x-) Dev.: 0.37
(in this line 14 means the number of structure, -[x]xxx[x]x- is the symbolic topology, 0.37 is the deviation)

The example of *.RES file:
Monomeric composition and constraints are: ?Dglc 4?)?Dgaln bDgaln b?gal

Here are 20 structures that match the spectrum the best:

Linear:
13: --4)bDglc--3)bDgaln--4)bDgaln--4)bDgal--  (-xxxx-) Dev.: 0.33

Widespread branched (with 1 or 2 sugars in side chains):
 1: --[bDgal--4)bDgaln-]-3]4)bDgaln--4)bDglc--  (-[xx]xx-) Dev.: 0.30
 2: --[bDgal-]-4]3)bDgaln--4)bDglc--4)bDgaln--  (-[x]xxx-) Dev.: 0.30
 3: --[bDgal--4)bDglc-]-4]3)bDgaln--4)bDgaln--  (-[xx]xx-) Dev.: 0.30
 7: --[bDgal--4)bDgaln-]-4]3)bDgaln--4)bDglc--  (-[xx]xx-) Dev.: 0.31
 8: --[bDgal-]-4]3)bDgaln--4)bDgaln--4)bDglc--  (-[x]xxx-) Dev.: 0.31
 9: --[bDgal--4)bDglc-]-3]4)bDgaln--4)bDgaln--  (-[xx]xx-) Dev.: 0.31
11: --[bDgaln-]-4]3)bDgaln--4)bDgal--4)bDglc--  (-[x]xxx-) Dev.: 0.32
14: --[bDgaln-]-3]4)bDgaln--4)bDgal--4)bDglc--  (-[x]xxx-) Dev.: 0.33
16: --[bDgal-]-3]4)bDgaln--4)bDglc--4)bDgaln--  (-[x]xxx-) Dev.: 0.34
17: --[bDgal-]-3]4)bDgaln--4)bDgaln--4)bDglc--  (-[x]xxx-) Dev.: 0.34
18: --[bDgaln--4)bDgal-]-4]3)bDgaln--4)bDglc--  (-[xx]xx-) Dev.: 0.35
19: --[bDgaln-]-3]4)bDgaln--4)bDglc--4)bDgal--  (-[x]xxx-) Dev.: 0.35
20: --[bDgaln--4)bDgal-]-3]4)bDgaln--4)bDglc--  (-[xx]xx-) Dev.: 0.35

Rarely occurring branched (with more than 2 sugars in side chains):
 4: --[bDgal--4)bDglc--4)bDgaln-]-4]3)bDgaln--  (-[xxx]x-) Dev.: 0.30
 5: --[bDgal--4)bDgaln--4)bDglc-]-4]3)bDgaln--  (-[xxx]x-) Dev.: 0.30
 6: --[bDgal--4)bDglc--4)bDgaln-]-3]4)bDgaln--  (-[xxx]x-) Dev.: 0.30
10: --[bDgal--4)bDgaln--4)bDglc-]-3]4)bDgaln--  (-[xxx]x-) Dev.: 0.31
12: --[bDgaln--4)bDgal--4)bDglc-]-3]4)bDgaln--  (-[xxx]x-) Dev.: 0.32
15: --[bDgaln--4)bDgal--4)bDglc-]-4]3)bDgaln--  (-[xxx]x-) Dev.: 0.33


Result output in CALC modeResult output in CALC mode

Structure is: <structure recorded in standard format,
	e.g. --[cLala-]-6]4)bDgla--4)bDgaln-- >

The calculated C13 spectrum is:

Then the assigned calculated 13C spectrum is output as a table: 1st column contains residues, 2nd one contains chemical shifts of the residues’ signals in the order of carbons enumeration.

Sorted spectrum:
<the calculated 13C spectrum sorted by chemical shifts accendingly>

The example of output:
BIOPolymer Structure ELucidation v 3.0
(C) Philip Toukach, 2003 <tou@ioc.ac.ru>

Reading task and databases...
Warning: The #gaa data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS. Taking data from #gal
Warning: The #gafa data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS. Taking data from #fur6
Warning: The #ala data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS. Taking data from #non
Warning: The #gaa data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS. Taking data from #gal

The structure is: -[aDgaa--[bDrha-]=6]3)aDgafa-]=2]5)LribP--2)Lgron--8)bLkdo--P--[Lala-]=6]3)aDgaa--
Topology: -[x[x]x]xxxx[x]x-

The calculated C13 spectrum is:

   <residue>      C1    C2    C3    C4    C5    C6    C7    C8
     a-D-gaa-   100.8  69.7  70.4  71.7  72.7 176.4
     b-D-rha-   100.7  71.6  74.0  73.1  73.2  18.0
=6]3)a-D-gafa-  103.0  76.2  81.5  82.1  71.0 180.2
=2]5)L-ribP-     66.9  78.3  72.1  72.5  69.8
  -2)L-gron-     53.2  67.0  62.0
  -8)b-L-kdo-    96.0  34.1  68.3  66.3  74.3  69.9  63.2 172.0
    -P-
     L-ala-      50.9  17.9 178.0
=6]3)a-D-gaa-   100.8  68.1  75.4  71.1  73.7 173.4

Sorted spectrum:
17.9  18.0  34.1  50.9  53.2  62.0  63.2  66.3  66.9  67.0  68.1  68.3  69.7  69.8  69.9  70.4  71.0
  71.1  71.6  71.7  72.1  72.5  72.7  73.1  73.2  73.7  74.0  74.3  75.4  76.2  78.3  81.5  82.1  96.0
 100.7  100.8  100.8  103.0  172.0  173.4  176.4  178.0  180.2

Press any key to return to Windows


Warnings and questionsWarnings and questions

- this warning is output if the data block corresponding to the given residue is missing from the substitution effect database (EFFECTS.PS file) but it can be replaced by another block without significant accuracy loss. Missing effects for 2‑amino residues are replaced by ones for ancestor 2‑amino residues (glcn, galn, mann etc.), missing effects for all the other residues (as well as if effects for ancestor 2‑amino residues are missing too) are replaced by ones for ancestor configurations (glc, gal, man etc.). Data blocks for these configurations should be complete, otherwise analysis of structures containing these residues is impossible.
The program distinguishes the following basic configurations:
glc, man, all, gal, alt, tal, gul, ido (various pyranosides), fur (any furanosides), ald (any alditols generally), non (any non-carbohydrate residues). The configuration name may be followed by the number of atoms (e.g. fur5)


The file <name of the file to store the result> already exists. Overwrite or append (O/A)?_
- this question is asked on the attempt to write into already existing file. Pressing “O” causes overwriting the file, pressing “A” causes appending new data into the end of file.


Retry or Abort?_
 - this question is asked after encountering a file error that may be recovered by user, e.g., by removing write protection from the media. Pressing “R” causes retrying the action that produced an error, pressing “A” causes aborting the action.


ERROR MESSAGESERROR MESSAGES

Errors in residue database (NAMES.PS file)Errors in residue database (NAMES.PS file)

Here and below <file name>, <line number>, <position in a line>, <residue name> etc. locate where the error has occurred. If encountering a error, you may edit the specified line in the specified file in accordance with the database format (see “The databases used”) or, at least, convert it to a comment by adding leading semicolon mark (“;”).

NAMES.PS contains no data
The NAMES.PS file contains no data or consists of comments only.
NAMES.PS file is corrupted, line <line number>
The format of the residue database (NAMES.PS file) is corrupted in the specified line.
Wrong qualifier for the atom <atom number>, file NAMES.PS, line <line number>
The qualifier record for the specified atom could not be interpreted.
Some qualifiers are missing, file NAMES.PS, line <line number>
The qualifiers for one or several atoms are missing. These qualifier should appear in the sequence of atom numbers accend.
Wrong orientation for the atom <atom number>, file NAMES.PS, line <line number>
The proton orientation is specified incorrectly for the atom with displayed number. Allowed variants are: 'a' (axial), 'e' (equatorial), 'c' (non-oriented or both at once).
The rules of describing residue structural properties by qualifier are in “Residue database” chapter.


Errors in task formulationErrors in task formulation

<task file name> contains no data
The task file contains no data or consists of comments only. If encountering this error on a proper file, try adding one empty line to the end of file.
The input file <task file name> is corrupted, line <line number>
The task file format is corrupted in a specified line.
Too many residues specified in <task file name>, line <line number>
More than nine residues are specified.
Wrong anomeric configuration specified, file <task file name>, line <line number>, residue <residue number> [<residue name>]
The anomeric configuration of the displayed residue is specified improperly or is not specified at all. It should be “a” (alpha-), “b” (beta-), “c” (a residue with no anomeric forms) or “?” (unknown).
The absolute configuration is not specified, file <task file name>, line <line number>, residue <residue number> [<residue name>]
The absolute configuration of the displayed residue is specified improperly or is not specified at all. It should be either “D” or ”L” or “?” (unknown).
The unknown residue name (<residue name>) is detected in <task file name>, line <line number>
See NAMES.PS for the list of available names and add the new name if required.
The specified residue is not described in residue database. Check your task file, look through the list of residues in NAMES.PS file and add the residue description if required.
Accordingly to NAMES.PS, the residue <residue name> (<task file name>, line <line number>) should have no anomeric forms. “c” should be specified as its anomeric configuration
The anomeric configuration “a” or “b” is specified for the residue that has no anomeric forms.
Accordingly to NAMES.PS, the residue <residue name> (<task file name>, line <line number>) should have either alfa(a) or beta(b) anomeric configuration
The anomeric configuration “c” (no anomeric forms) is specified for the residue that should be either in alpha- or beta-form.
There are not enough O-substitutable positions to hold all O-linked residues found, file <task file name>, line <line number>
The number of residues forming a glycosidic or phosphodiester linkage exceeds the total number of positions (–OH and –COOH groups) that can accept this type of linkage.
There are not enough N-substitutable positions to hold all N-linked residues found, file <task file name>, line <line number>
The number of residues forming an amidic linkage exceeds the total number of positions (–NH2 and –COOH groups) that can accept this type of linkage.
There number of phosphate groups exceeds the number of alditols, file <task file name>. To generate structures with non-phosphorylated alditols turn off WIDESPREAD mode in your task file
The program runs in WIDESPREAD mode (that excludes, among other features, generation of structures with non‑1‑phosphorylated alditols), but the number of alditols exceeds the number of free phosphate groups. To generate such structures turn the WIDESPREAD mode off.
There should be exactly 2 symbols before )-sign or no constraints at all, file <task file name>, line <line number>, residue <residue number> [<residue name>]
The substitution constraint record does not fit the 2-character format. If this record is used it should consist if two characters and a closing paranthesis. See details in “Task formulation” chapter.
Wrong constraint for the <substituent: second or first> substitution specified, file <task file name>, line <line number>, residue <residue number> [<residue name>]
The constraint on the first (or second) substitution position could not be interpreted.
<residue name> is too short to be a residue name, file <task file name>, line <line number>
The monomeric record contains a residue named by less than 3 characters, which is not allowed.
Accordingly to NAMES.PS, the residue <residue name> (<task file name>, line <line number>) can not be substituted at position <substitution position>
The displayed residue can't be substituted at position specified as a constraint. (e.g. the specified position is greater than the number of carbons in this residue or corresponds to the desoxygenated carbon).

Constraints for two substitution positions can not be the same, file <task file name>, line <line number>, residue <residue number> [<residue name>]
A bisubstitution constaint is specified for the displayed residue but the first and second substitution positions are the same.
Wrong constraints for substitution positions, file <task file name>, line <line number>, residue <residue number> (<residue name>). Linear residues should be described as "Nx)"'
The substitution constraint could not be interpreted. The common reason for this error is the improper specification of monosubstitution constraint – “xN” instead of “Nx”, where N is the carbon number.
The file <task file name> contains chemical shifts for <specified number of signals> signals, while according to NAMES.PS this monomeric composition should give <theoretical number of signals>.
The specified spectrum contains the number of signals that does not match the theoretical number of signals for the monomeric composition specified.
<task file name> contains no spectral data
The task file does not contain spectral data. If encountering this error while the spectrum is properly specified, try adding one empty line after the last line of chemical shifts.
Spectrum correction is specified incorrectly or exceeds the range of -12.7..+12.7, file <task file name>, line <line number>
Continuing with no correction
The CORRECTION parameter (spectrum global correction) value could not be interpreted. This value should be specified in ppm multiplied by 10 to obtain a signed integer. The program will continue with CORRECTION=0.
The number of structures is specified incorrectly or exceeds 255, file <task file name>, line <line number>
Continuing with limit=20
The LIMIT parameter (the number of structures best matching the experimental spectrum, that has to be output) value could not be interpreted. This value should be integer from 1 to 99. The program will continue with LIMIT=20.
The number of structures exceeds bounds of 1..99, file <task file name>, line <line number>
Continuing with limit=20



Errors in structure description in CALC modeErrors in structure description in CALC mode


<structure file name> contains no data
The structure file contains no data or consists of comments only. If encountering this error on a proper file, try adding one empty line to the end of file.
The structure should not contain any spaces, file <structure file name>, line <line number>

The specified line in a structure file could not be interpreted. The first non-comment and not empty line should contain the structure recorded in standard format and no blankspace.
Error interpreting the structure record at position <position within a line>, file <structure file name>, line <line number> 
The structure record could not be interpreted. <Position in a line> localizes where the interpretation has stopped.
The structure record contains too many residues, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The specified structure contains more than nine residues.
Could not interpret the structure topology, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
Failed to recognize the topology of residue linking in the specified structure. The list of allowed topologies and rules of their recording are in “Supplied repeating unit topologies” chapter.
Illegal substitution position "<substitution position>" is specified or bad residue name, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The structure record contains figures o or 1, which can’t be substitution positions or part of residue names.
Could not retrieve substitution positions in “<residue name>“ residue, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
Could not interpret the substitution positions for the specified residue. Rules of substitution position specification are listed in “The CALC mode: simulation of the 13C spectrum for the given structure” chapter.
The substitution position specified exceeds the number of atoms declared in NAMES.PS for <residue name> residue, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The specified substitution position is greater than the number of carbons in the residue.
The P residue can not be bisubstituted, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The residue “P” (phosphate group) is recorded as bisubstituted. This residue can be only terminal or monosubstituted.
More than one main chains are specified for the residue "<residue name>", file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The specified residue has more than one “x)“ attributes (where x is a figure). This attribute locates the main chain attachment to the residue and can present only once per residue.
Could not locate main chain attachment in "<residue name>" residue, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The specified residue is recognized as substituted but the main chain attachment position could not be determined.
Could not locate substitution positions in "<residue name>" residue, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The substitution positions of the displayed residue could not be interpreted.
According to the topology specified, the residue "<residue name>" is terminal and can have no substitutions, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
Accordingly to the topology recognized, the displayed residue should be terminal, but the substitution position is specified for it.
According to the topology specified, the residue "<residue name>" is monosubstituted. Position should be specified as x)<residue name>, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
Accordingly to the topology recognized, the displayed residue should be monosubstituted, but none or two substitution positions are specified for it.
According to the topology specified, the residue "<residue name>" is monosubstituted. Position should be specified as x]y)<residue name>, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
Accordingly to the topology recognized, the displayed residue should be bisubstituted, but less than two substitution positions is specified for it.




Both side and main chains can not be attached to one position (<substitution position>) in <residue name>
File <structure file name>, line <line number>
Positions of main and side chains attachment to the bisubstituted residue are specified the same.
Could not retrieve the anomeric configuration for <residue name> residue, file <structure file name>, line <line number>
The anomeric configuration of the specified residue could not be interpreted. It should be either “a” (alpha-), “b” (beta-) or “c” (the residue has no anomeric forms).
Could not retrieve the absolute configuration for <residue name> residue, file <structure file name>, line <line number>>
The absolute configuration of the displayed residue is missing or specified improperly. Allowed variants are “D” and ”L”.
The unknown residue name (<residue name>) is detected in structure record, file<structure file name>, line <line number>
See NAMES.PS for the list of available names and add the new name if required.
The specified residue is not described in the residue database. Check your task file, look through the list of residues in NAMES.PS file and add the residue description if required.
Accordingly to NAMES.PS, the residue <residue name> should have either alfa(a) or beta(b) anomeric configuration, file<structure file name>, line <line number>
The anomeric configuration “c” (=no anomeric forms) is specified for the residue that should be either in alpha- or beta-form.
Accordingly to NAMES.PS, the residue <residue name> should have no anomeric forms, file<structure file name>, line <line number>
“c” should be specified as its anomeric configuration
The anomeric configuration “a” (alpha-) or “b” (beta-) is specified for the residue that has no anomeric forms.
Accordingly to NAMES.PS, the residue <residue name> can not have O-linkage at position <substitution position>, file<structure file name>, line <line number>
The specified residue is O-linked but, accordingly to the residue database, it can’t form glycosidic or phosphodiester linkage at the position specified.
Accordingly to NAMES.PS, the residue <residue name> can not have N-linkage at position <substitution position>, file<structure file name>, line <line number>
The specified residue is N-linked but, accordingly to the residue database, it can’t form an amide linkage at the position specified.


Errors in the spectral database (C13DATA\*.DAT files)Errors in the spectral database (C13DATA.DAT files)

The file <data file name> is corrupted, line <line number>
The general fault in data format in the specified line of the specified file.
Wrong qualifier prefix, file <data file name>, line <line number>
Could not interpret the data qualifier in the specified line of the specified file.
Wrong effects dataset, file <data file name>, line <line number>
Could not interpret the substitution effects on C1 of the substituting residues.
Wrong chemical shifts dataset, file <data file name>, line <line number>
Could not interpret chemical shifts in the line specified.
Could not retrieve the substitution position, file <data file name>, line <line number>
The data qualifier is missing one or both substitution positions, or any of them is specified improperly. If there is no substitution, zero should be specified.
Substitution position cannot be 1, file <data file name>, line <line number>
“1” is specified as a substitution position, which is not possible  because the residue itself substitutes another residues by its C1 position.
Two substitution positions should not be the same, file <data file name>, line <line number>
The data qualifier contains the same substitution positions for the 1st and 2nd substituents. The only case allowing this is two zeros for the terminal residue.
The lower substitution position should go prior to the higher, file <data file name>, line <line number>
The 2nd substitution position is not zero but is less that the 1st one. The substitution specified as 1st should be those that is closer to C1 carbon (i.e. with less position number).
The file <data file name> contains no spectral data
The specified file does not contain spectral data or consists of comments only.
Error interpreting file <data file name>: Missing data for terminal residue: xX(2x,2x,XX,n)0;xX(2x,2x,XX,n)0-> 0.0 0.0 ...)
The specified file is missing the line with data for the terminal residue. This line is the only obligatory line in the data file.
The anomeric configuration of the <substituent: first or second> substituent of S or F type should be either a(alpha) or b(beta), file <data file name>, line <line number>
The anomeric configuration of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent is missing or specified improperly. For pyranose and furanose substituents it should be either “a” (-monosaccharide), “b” (-monosaccharide).
The type of substituent at C2 of the <substituent: first or second> substituent should be either O(hydroxy) or N(amino) or D(desoxy), file <data file name>, line <line number>
The type of functional group at C2 of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent is missing or specified improperly. The allowed variants are: ”2N” (nitrogen, e.g. amino group), “2O” (oxygen, e.g. hydroxyl group), “2D” (protons only) and ”2x” (= this data field is not used).
The orientation of proton at C2 of the <substituent: first or second> substituent should be either a(axial) or e(equatorial) or c(open chain), file <data file name>, line <line number>
The orientation of proton at C2 of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent is missing or specified improperly. The allowed variants are: ”2a” (axial), “2e” (equatorial), “2c” (non-oriented or both at once) and ”2x” (= this data field is not used).
The absolute configuration of the <substituent: first or second> substituent should be either DD(same) or DL(different), file <data file name>, line <line number>
Could not interpret the combination of absolute configurations of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent and the residue itself. The allowed variants are: ”DD” (the same) and “DL” (different).
Could not determine the <substituent: first or second> substituent C1 peculiarities, file <data file name>, line <line number>
The peculiarities at C1 of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent are described improperly. The allowed variants are: “n” (no peculiarities), “a” (carboxyl group at С1), “c” (additional chain at С1).




Could not determine the type of the <substituent: first or second> substituent, file <data file name>, line <line number>
It should be one of: S(pyranose), F(furanose), A(alditol), P(phosphate), N(not a sugar)
The type of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent is missing or specified improperly. The allowed variants are: “S” (pyranose), ”F” (furanose), ”A” (alditol), ”P” (any 1‑phosphorylated residue), “N” (all the other residues).
The line <line number> in <data file name> contains no spectral data'

The information on chemical shifts could not be found in the specified line of the specified file.
The number of C13 chemical shifts specified in <data file name> (line <line number>) differs from <число атомов>, which should be in <residue name>
The number of chemical shifts specified is different from the number of carbons in this residue.
Could not interpret the <first or second> C1” effect in <data file name>, line <line number>
The value of the substitution effect on C1’ of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent could not be interpreted.
The <first or second> effect on C1” is beyond the bounds of 0..+25.5, file <data file name>, line <line number>
The specified substitution effect on C1’ of the 1st (or 2nd) substituent is out of the allowed range (from 0.0 to +25.5).
Could not interpret the chemical shift for C<carbon number> in <data file name>, line <line number>
The value of chemical shift of the specified carbon signal could not be interpreted.
The chemical shift for C<carbon number> is below zero, file <data file name>, line <line number>
The chemical shift specified for the displayed carbon is below zero.


Errors in substitution effect database (EFFECTS.PS file)Errors in substitution effect database (EFFECTS.PS file)

The #ald<number of carbons> (alditols generally) data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS
The effects database is missing the default data block for alditols (#aldX). Create the corresponding empty block in EFFECTS.PS file.
The #fur<number of carbons> (furanoses generally) data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS
The effects database is missing the default data block for furanosides (#furX). Create the corresponding empty block in EFFECTS.PS file.
The #non (all unlisted residues generally) data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS
The effects database is missing the default data block for non-carbohydrate residues (#non). Create the empty #non block in EFFECTS.PS file.
The #P (phosphate) data block is missing from EFFECTS.PS.
It should be the last block in EFFECTS.PS file
The effects database is missing the data block for substitution of the phosphate group (#P) or this block is not the last data block in substitution effect database. Create the empty #P block in the end of EFFECTS.PS file.
Unexpected end of file EFFECTS.PS. It should be ended with an empty block (`#`)
The unexpected end of file EFFECTS.PS. Add the line of one “#” character to the end of file.
The <effect qualifier> effect is missing from block #P of EFFECTS.PS
The specified effect of substitution of the phosphate group by other residues is not found in #P data block.
The file EFFECTS.PS is corrupted, line <line number>
The general fault of data format in the specified line of EFFECTS.PS file.
Wrong effects dataset, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
Could not retrieve the values of effects from the specified line. Probably a blankspace is missing or there are extra blankspaces.
Wrong C1 effect, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
Could not retrieve the value of the effect on C1’ of the substituent. Probably a blankspace is missing or there are extra blankspaces.
Wrong effect prefix, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number> 
The effect qualifier could not be interpreted in the specified line.
The substitution position is beyond the bound of 2..<число атомов в остатке> allowed for <residue name>, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The effect qualifier contains information on a substitution position which is not supported (0, 1 or greater than the number of carbons in the residue).
Could not interpret substitution position in qualifier, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The substituion position could not be retrieved from the effect qualifier in the specified line.
Could not determine the substituent type, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
It should be one of: S(pyranose), F(furanose), A(alditol), P(phosphate), N(not a sugar)
The type of substituent could not be retrieved from the effect qualifier in the specified line. The allowed variants are: “S” (pyranose), ”F” (furanose), ”A” (alditol), ”P” (any 1‑phosphorylated residue), “N” (all the other residues).
Could not determine the substituent C1 peculiarities, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The peculiarities at C1 of the substituent could not be retrieved from the effect qualifier in the specified line. The allowed variants are: “n” (no peculiarities), “a” (carboxyl group at С1), “c” (additional chain at С1).
The anomeric configuration of the substituent of S or F type should be either a(alpha) or b(beta), file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The anomeric configuration of the substituent is missing from the effect qualifier or is specified improperly. For pyranose and furanose residues it should be either “a” (alpha) or ”b” (beta).
Wrong anomeric configuration of the substituted residue, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number> 
The anomeric configuration of the substituted residue is specified improperly. It should be either “a” (alpha), ”b” (beta) or ”_” (effects are used for both configurations).
The substituent absolute configuration should be either DD(same) or DL(different), file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The absolute configuration of the substituent is missing from the effect qualifier or is specified improperly. It should be either “DD” (same as substituted residue) or ”DL” (different to substituted residue).

The type of group at C2 of the substituent should be either O(hydroxy) or N(amino) or D(desoxy), file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The type of functional group at C2 of the substituent could not be retrieved from the effect qualifier. The allowed variants are: ”2N” (nitrogen, e.g. amino group), “2O” (oxygen, e.g. hydroxyl group), “2D” (protons only)
The orientation of proton at C2 of the second substituent should be either a(axial) or e(equatorial) or o(open chain), file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The orientation of proton at C2 of the substituent could not be retrieved from the effect qualifier. The allowed variants are: ”2a” (axial), “2e” (equatorial), “2c” (non-oriented or both at once).
The line <line number> in EFFECTS.PS contains no spectral data
The information on the substitution effects could not be retrieved from the specified line of EFFECTS.PS file.
The number of effects specified in EFFECTS.PS (line <line number>) differs from <число атомов>, which should be in <residue name>
The number of substitution effects specified is different from the number of carbon in the residue. 0.0 should be specified for those atoms which signals possess no changes on substitution (=no effect).
Could not interpret the C1" effect in EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The value of substitution effect on C1’ of the substituent could not be interpreted.
The effect on C1" is beyond the bounds of 0..+25.5, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The specified substitution effect on C1’ of the substituent is out of the allowed range (from 0.0 to +25.5).
Could not interpret the effect for C-<carbon number> in EFFECTS.PS, Line <line number>
The value of substitution effect on the specified carbon could not be interpreted.
Could not interpret the C<carbon number: 1 or 2>” effect in EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The value of substitution effect on the specified carbon of 1‑phosphorylated residue could not be interpreted.
The effect on C<carbon number: 1 or 2> is beyond the bounds of -9.9 to +12.7, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The specified substitution effect on the specified carbon of 1‑phosphorylated residue is out of the allowed range (from ‑9.9 to +12.7).
The <effect type: a or b>-effect in #non block exceed the bounds of -12.7..+12.7, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The specified default effect of non-carbohydrate residue substitution is out of the allowed range (from -12.7 to +12.7).
Could not interpret the <effect type: a or b>-effect in #non block, file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The value of default effect of non-carbohydrate residue substitution could not be interpreted.
The number of effects specified in #non block should be three for each line (effect on C1", alpha-effect, beta-effect), file EFFECTS.PS, line <line number>
The number of default effects for non-carbohydrate resdiue is other than three. Only the following three effects should be specified: at C1’ of substituent, ‑effect of substitution and ‑effect of substitution.
Could not find the <effect qualifier> effect for #<residue name> or its ancestors
The desired effect is missing from the effect database. This error occurs during the spectrum simulation if the current structure requires an theoretical effect that is missing from EFFECTS.PS.


General errorsGeneral errors

File errors:
Could not read from <file name>: <reason>
File read error. For details see the list or reasons below.
Could not write to <file name>: <reason>
File write error. For details see the list or reasons below.
Could not open <file name> for reading: <reason>
Error while opening the file for reading.
Could not open <file name> for writing: <reason>
Error while opening the file for writing.
Could not close <file name>: <reason>
Error while closing the file. This error is critical only if the file name corresponds to the file to write the calculation result to.
Unknown error reading data  or
Unknown error writing data
Unknown file error.

The specified reason for the error occurred may be one of the following:
file not found
The required file is not found.
access denied
The access is denied. The file is probably write-protected or opened by another process or inaccessible to the current user.
invalid file name
The file name contains unsupported characters or the path is specified improperly.
too many open files
The number of simultaneously opened files exceeds the system limit.
insufficient disk space
The media has not enough free space to store the calculation result or the disk error encountered during data writing.
unexpected end of file
The unexpected end of file was met or the disk error encountered during data reading.
device not ready
The drive is not ready to operate, e.g. there is no disk in CDROM drive.
illegal drive specified
The specified device letter does not exist or is inaccessible.
invalid input format
The structure of data read from the file could not be interpreted.
internal file error: <error message>
The error in program code. If you see this message, please contact the software author.

Other errors:
Insufficient memory for…
There is not enough commit memory to run the program. Commit memory is the free physical memory plus system swap file diskspace. The operation that produced an error is displayed after the word for: generated spectrum storage, allocating topology space, interpreting the structure record, maintaining the generated spectrum, composing the spectrum assignment, initializing workspace, allocating name database, reading the name database, for reading a task, for reading a spectrum, allocating C13 shifts dataspace, allocating C13 shifts for <residue name>, for reading C13 data, file <file name>, for reading effect data, file EFFECTS.PS, allocating effects for <residue name>.
If encountered this error, try closing all the other applications and cleaning up some space on the disk with system swap file (most often it is disk C:\)
Internal error <error code>:<error message>
The error in program code. If encountered such error, please write down conditions it appeared, save copies of your task file, NAMES.PS, EFFECTS.PS and spectral database files that your task refers to (some of C13DATA\*.DAT files), then contact the software author.
Runtime error <error code> at <address where it occurred>
Unpredicted error in program code. If encountered it, contact the software author, please.

NOTES ON THE ALGORITHMNOTES ON THE ALGORITHM

Spectrum simulationSpectrum simulation

During the simulation of the 13C NMR spectrum (for each of the structures generated) the program composes it of the separate residues sub spectra, considering substitution effects. This implies the following sequence of procedures:
1.) The spectral data for unsubstituted residue are searched for in the part of the spectral database read from corresponding C13DATA\*.DAT file.
2.) In the case that all the residue’s substituent are carbohydrate monomers, alditols and phosphate groups, the same part of the spectral database is scanned for the chemical shifts of the residue substituted the way revealed. If the residue is bisubstituted at neighboring positions and the required data were not found, program varies the type (hydroxy-/amino-/desoxy-) and orientation (axial/equatorial/non-oriented) of functional groups at C2 of substituents, and then searches the database for the combination obtained. If this results in finding out several combinations, one that is most close to the original is used. If data are still not found, the chemical shifts search is considered as failed and the program utilizes the theoretical effects.
3.) If the chemical shifts search failed or the residue is substituted by at least one ‘N’-type monomer (anything except carbohydrate monomers, alditols and phosphate groups), the program simulates the spectrum for the analyzed residue using data for unsubstituted monomer and substitution effects read from the matching part of effect database.
4.) The obtained spectrum of the residue is modified considering the fact that this residue substitutes another residue too. This includes applying effects to chemical shifts of C1 carbon (and of C2 and C5 carbons for cyclic monosaccharides analyzed using effects only).


Structure generationStructure generation

The structure generator unit generates all the structures of repeating unit possible for the monomeric composition specified, excluding repetitions as soon as the whole repeating branch is revealed. For each structure the spectrum simulation unit is called and the deviation of the spectrum obtained from the experimental one is calculated. 20 structures (or the number specified in LIMIT parameter) with spectra best matching the experimental spectrum are memorized and output as a result.
Here and below, the term “sequence” means any combination of monomers considering the topology of how they are linked each to other but ignoring substitution positions and anomeric and absolute configurations. Sequences are iterated in the external cycle of structure generator, and for each sequence all possible structures (differing by substitution positions and residue configurations) are generated. The structural peculiarities forbidding substitution at some position (“simplifications”, discussed detaily in “System requirements” chapter) reduce the number of structures possible for each sequence in which the residue with simplifications is substituted. Known anomeric and absolute configurations, and especially known constraints on substitution positions, reduce the number of structures in each sequence too.
Not all of the sequences imply generation of structures within. Below is the list of sequence types that are skipped:
- sequences already analyzed before (this situation may occur if the monomeric composition includes two or more identical residues);
- sequences with topologies allowing cyclic shifts (all linear, [x]x[x]x, [x]xx[x]xx etc.) that may be obtained by cyclic shift from the sequences already analyzed before;
- sequences with topologies allowing the rotation of a symmetrically-branched fragment (e.g. [x[x]x]xx) that may be obtained by side chain rotation from the sequences already analyzed before;
- sequences containing residues with number of substituent exceeding the number of free positions for this type of substitution (e.g., residue forming an amidic linkage with monomer without -COOH or -NH2 groups; di-substituted residue of 2,3-diaminorhamnose etc.);
In addition, the following sequences are skipped in WIDESPREAD mode only:
- sequences with three or more residues in side chains within the repeating unit;
- sequences with non-carbohydrate residues in the backbone;
- sequences with at least one alditol not phosphorylated at C1;
Information on the number of sequences and structures for the typical monomeric compositions is given in the next chapter (see table).


System requirementsSystem requirements

The program can run under any 32-bit Windows-compatible operating system (tested under OSs with Windows NT kernel versions 4 and 5). As soon as it is a text-mode console application, it may be adapted to any other 32-bit operating system on customer’s demand.
Depending on the complexity of task, the program requires from 10 to 250Mb of memory: approximately 5-15Mb for each residue within monomeric composition (10-30Mb per residue if its anomeric configuration is not specified but it can have two anomeric forms). Under low memory condition the data are swapped to the disk, which affects the performance negatively. If several copies of program are running simultaneously they do not interact anyhow, thereby requirements to the memory and CPU time grow proportionally to the number of copies.
The program adopts any IA32-compatible CPU beginning from i486 but in the case of six or more residues per repeating unit the calculation time is acceptable only with CPUs of sixth or subsequent generations.


PerformancePerformance

The performance of structure generation and analysis of their theoretical 13C NMR spectra is from 30 to 100 thousands structures per second (using a computer described below), depending on the size of the repeating unit.
The table below summarizes data on the execution of the mathematical part of program in standard mode on the following computer:
- 1 CPU AMD Athlon XP 1700+ (clock rate 1.46 GHz)
- clock rate of front side bus (EV6) 2*133MHz
- 256Mb of DDR SDRAM memory, clock rate 2*133MHz, latency 2.5 ticks
- “clean” operating system Windows 2000 Professional Service Pack 3

The typical structural tasks are marked gray.
residues per repeating unit
unknown anomeric and absolute configurations
simplifications (see below) + known substitution positions
mode
number of structures analyzed
K=1024, M=(1024)2
number of possible sequences, not more than
calculation time, 
min : sec
3 or less
6
0 + 0
normal
44.0 K or less
14
< 1 sec
4
4
0 + 0
normal
294.0 K
108
 0 : 04

8
0 + 0
normal
4.59 M
108
 1 : 11
5
5
0 + 0
normal
10.22 M
1056
 3 : 33
5
5
2 + 0
normal
5.66 M
1056
 2 : 03

4 (one of residues is Lys)
2 (except Lys) + 0
normal
541.1 K
1056
 0 : 09

5
2 + 1
normal
648.0 K
1056
 0 : 02

5
2 + 0
widespread
2.36 M
384
 0 : 48

10 (=all)
2 + 0
widespread
75.38 M
384
25 : 40
6
0
1 + 0
normal
21.91 M
13.13 K
 9 : 50

5
3 + 0
normal

13.13 K
~3 hours*

5
3 + 0
widespread
92.63 M
2640
38 : 20

5
3 + 1
widespread
21.15 M
2640
10 : 36

5
3 + 5
widespread
102.0 K
2640
 0 : 02
7
7
4 + 3
normal

191.3 K
~15 hours *

7
4 + 3
widespread

20.39 K
~1.5 hours *

7
4 + 0
widespread

20.39 K
~50 hours *
8
7 (one of residues is Lys)
4 (except Lys) + 3
normal

3.25 M
~32 hours *

7 (one of residues is Lys)
4 (except Lys) + 3
widespread

182.1 K
~17 hours *

0
4 + 0
widespread

182.1 K
~27 hours *
9
4; one of residues is P
5 (except P) + 8
normal

64.22 M
~24 hours *

8 (one of residues is P)
5 (except P) + 8
widespread

1.77 M
~10 hours *

8 (one of residues is P)
5 (except P) + 5
widespread

1.77 M
~120 hours *
* approximate estimation




The term “simplification” means impossibility of substitution at one certain position, taking hexapyranoses as base. E.g. the residue of fucosamine introduces two simplifications (because it can not be substituted at C2 and C6), the residue of ribitol does not introduce simplifications (because it can not be substituted at C6 but can be substituted at C5).
The following peculiarities of repeating unit composition are not counted as simplifications but speed up the calculation by reducing the number of possible structures: 
	- two or more phosphorus atoms 
	- two or more identical residues 
	- alditols (in Widespread mode only)
	- residues forming an amidic linkage instead of glycosidic (especially in Widespread mode)

As is clear from the table, the explicit introduction of substitution constraints significantly reduces the calculation time.
Each unknown anomeric or absolute configuration makes calculation approximately twice slower, e.g. if none of configurations is specified for the polymer build up of pentasaccharide repeating units (= 10 configurations are unknown: 5 anomeric and 5 absolute) the calculation would take 210=1024 times longer than in the case with all configurations known.
The removal of limitation on the size of the repeating unit (it was 6 residues in the previous version 2.07) is in many aspects meant for future computers. The opportunity to solve highly-complicated tasks (8 and more residues per repeating unit with no data on anomeric and absolute configurations or substitution positions) is now limited by the operating speed of modern computers. Thus, the limitations of the area of tasks to be solved with this program would widen with the process of IT development.

To obtain the average calculation time on other computers (in the case there is enough memory), the time should be multiplied by the ratio of (1700 / <CPU clock of your PC, MHz; PR-rating for AMD CPUs>) and by the proportion factor from the table below:
CPU type
factor

386DX, 486SX, 486DX, Cyrix 5x86
AMD K5, Intel Pentium
Cyrix 6x86, Intel Pentium MMX, Intel Celeron
AMD K6, AMD K6-II
AMD K6-III, Intel Pentium Pro, Intel Celeron A
AMD Athlon Thunderbird, AMD Duron, Intel Pentium II, Intel Pentium III, Intel Pentium 4, Intel Celeron B
AMD Athlon XP, Intel Pentium 4 Northwood, Intel Pentium III Tualatin
4.0
2.5
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.1

1.0
E.g., if your computer is equipped by Celeron B CPU at 800 MHz, the calculation time should be multiplied by (1700/800)*1.4, i.e. by ~3.


Supplied repeating unit topologiesSupplied repeating unit topologies

The information from this chapter may be demanded if the program run in CALC mode can not recognize the topology of the structure specified.
The side chains are given in square brackets. Charaters “o” and “v” stand for normal residues; “x” means a residue which is equivalent to one of normal residues due to the operation of topology cyclic shift or symmetrically-branched fragment rotation. “v” represents a residue in the branching point of such symmetrically branched fragment. If the residue fits “v” and “x” conditions simultaneously, it is recorded as “y”. These differences in node types are given as reference only, as proper copying of hyphen and bracket combination is enough to describe a topology. Numbers reflect the residues enumeration within the topology.

Monomeric repeating unit:
-x0-	linear (homopolymer)

Dimeric repeating units:
-x0-x1-	linear
-[x1]-x0-	with one residue in a side chain

Trimeric repeating units:
-x0-x1-x2-	linear
-[x2]-x0-x1-	with one residue in a side chain
-[x2-x1]-x0-	with two residues in a side chain

Tetrameric repeating units:
-x0-o1-o2-o3-	linear
-[o3]-o0-o1-o2-	with one residue in a side chain
-[o3-o2]-o0-o1-	with two residues in a side chain
-[o2]-o0-[x3]-x1-	with two side chains of one residue each
-[o3-o2-o1]-o0-	with three residues in a linear side chain
-[o2-[x3]-v1]-o0-	with three residues in a branched side chain

Pentameric repeating units:
-o0-x1-x2-x3-x4-	linear
-[o4]-o0-o1-o2-o3-	with one residue in a side chain
-[o4-o3]-o0-o1-o2-	with two residues in a side chain
-[o3]-o0-o1-[o4]-o2-	with two side chains of one residue each
-[o4-o3-o2]-o0-o1-	with three residues in a linear side chain
-[o3-o2]-o0-[o4]-o1-	with two side chains: of one and two residues
-[o4-o3-o2-o1]-o0-	with four residues in a linear side chain
-[o3-o2-[o4]-o1]-o0-	with four residues in a nearly-branched side chain
-[o3-[x4]-v2-o1]-o0-	with four residues in a far-branched side chain
-[o3-[x4]-v2]-o0-o1-	with three residues in a branched side chain



Hexameric repeating units:

;linear
-o0-x1-x2-x3-x4-x5-
;backbone of 5 (->one side chain)
-[o5]-o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-
;backbone of 4, one side chain
-[o5-o4]-o0-o1-o2-o3-
;backbone of 4, two side chains
-[o4]-o0-o1-o2-[o5]-o3-
-[o4]-o0-o1-[x5]-x2-x3-
;backbone of 3, one side chain
-[o5-o4-o3]-o0-o1-o2-
-[o4-[x5]-v3]-o0-o1-o2-
;backbone of 3, two side chains
-[o4-o3]-o0-o1-[o5]-o2-
-[o3]-o0-o1-[o5-o4]-o2-
;backbone of 3, three side chains
-[o3]-o0-[x5]-x1-[x4]-x2-
;backbone of 2, one side chain
-[o5-o4-o3-o2]-o0-o1-
-[o4-o3-[o5]-o2]-o0-o1-
-[o4-[x5]-v3-o2]-o0-o1-
;backbone of 2, two side chains
-[o4-o3-o2]-o0-[o5]-o1-
-[o3-[x4]-v2]-o0-[o5]-o1-
-[o3-o2]-o0-[x5-x4]-x1-
;backbone of 1 (->one side chain)
-[o5-o4-o3-o2-o1]-o0-
-[o4-o3-o2-[o5]-o1]-o0-
-[o3-[x4]-v2-[o5]-o1]-o0-
-[o3-o2-[o5-o4]-o1]-o0-
-[o4-o3-[o5]-o2-o1]-o0-
-[o4-[x5]-v3-o2-o1]-o0-

Heptameric repeating units:

;linear
-o0-x1-x2-x3-x4-x5-x6-
;backbone of 6 (->one side chain of 1)
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-
;backbone of 5, one side chain of 2
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-
;backbone of 5, two side chains (1+1)
-[o0]-o1-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-o6-
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-
;backbone of 4, one side chain of 3
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-
;backbone of 4, two side chains (2+1)
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-o6-
;backbone of 4, three side chains (1+1+1)
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-
;backbone of 3, one side chain of 4
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-o5-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-
;backbone of 3, two side chains
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3-o4]-o5-o6-
;backbone of 3, three side chains (2+1+1)
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-
;backbone of 2, one side chain of 5
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4]-o5-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-
;backbone of 2, two side chains
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-
;backbone of 1 (->one side chain of 6)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5]-o6-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4]-o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5]-o6-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5]-o6-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3]-o4-o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4-o5]-o6-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5]-o6-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-

Octameric repeating units:

;linear
-o0-x1-x2-x3-x4-x5-x6-x7-
;backbone of 7 (->one side chain of 1)
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-
;backbone of 6, one side chain of 2
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-
;backbone of 6, two side chains (1+1)
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-[x4]-x5-x6-x7-
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
;backbone of 5, one side chain of 3
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-
;backbone of 5, two side chains (2+1)
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-
;backbone of 5, three side chains (1+1+1)
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
;backbone of 4, one side chain of 4
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-
;backbone of 4, two side chains (3+1)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
;backbone of 4, two side chains (2+2)
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[x4-x5]-x6-x7-
;backbone of 4, three side chains (2+1+1)
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
;backbone of 4, four side chains (1+1+1+1)
-[o0]-o1-[x2]-x3-[x4]-x5-[x6]-x7-
;backbone of 3, one side chain of 5
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-
;backbone of 3, two side chains (4+1)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-
;backbone of 3, two side chains (3+2)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-
;backbone of 3, three side chains
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
;backbone of 2, one side chain of 6
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3]-o4-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7-
;backbone of 2, two side chains (5+1)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3]-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-
;backbone of 2, two side chains (4+2)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-
;backbone of 2, two side chains (3+3)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[x4-x5-x6]-x7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[x4-[x5]-y6]-x7-
;backbone of 1, one linear side chain of 7
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7-
;backbone of 1, one side chain of 7 branched at the 1st (closest) node
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-[o4]-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-[o4]-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[x3-x4]-v5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-[o4]-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-o2-[x3-x4-x5]-v6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[x3-[x4]-y5]-v6]-o7-
;backbone of 1, one side chain of 7 branched at the 2nd node
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5-o6]-o7-
;backbone of 1, one side chain of 7 branched at the further nodes
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3]-o4-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7-

Nonameric repeating units:

;linear
-o0-x1-x2-x3-x4-x5-x6-x7-x8-
;backbone of 8 (->one side chain of 1)
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 7, one side chain of 2
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 7, two side chains (1+1)
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0]-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 6, one side chain of 3
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 6, two side chains (2+1)
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 6, three side chains (1+1+1)
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0]-o1-o2-[x3]-x4-x5-[x6]-x7-x8-
;backbone of 5, one side chain of 4
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 5, two side chains (3+1)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 5, two side chains (2+2)
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 5, three side chains (2+1+1)
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 5, four side chains (1+1+1+1)
-[o0]-o1-[o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
;backbone of 4, one side chain of 5
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 4, two side chains (4+1)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 4, two side chains (3+2)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 4, three side chains (3+1+1)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-[o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 4, three side chains (2+2+1)
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3-o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1]-o2-[o3]-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-o8-
;backbone of 3, one side chain of 6
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3]-o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7-o8-
;backbone of 3, two side chains (5+1)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3]-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4]-o5-[o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 3, two side chains (4+2)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 3, two side chains (3+3)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-o4-[o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4-[x5]-v6]-o7-o8-
;backbone of 3, three side chains (2+2+2)
-[o0-o1]-o2-[x3-x4]-x5-[x6-x7]-x8-
;backbone of 3, three side chains (3+2+1)
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2]-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2]-o3-[o4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 3, three side chains (4+1+1)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 2, one linear side chains of 7
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
;backbone of 2, one side chain of 7 branched at the 1st (closest) node
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-[o4]-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-[o4]-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[x3-x4]-v5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-[o4]-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-[x3-x4-x5]-v6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[x3-[x4]-y5]-v6]-o7-o8-
;backbone of 2, one side chain of 7 branched at the 2nd node
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
;backbone of 2, one side chain of 7 branched at further nodes
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3]-o4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7-o8-
;backbone of 2, two side chains (6+1)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4]-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3]-o4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-[o7]-o8-
;backbone of 2, two side chains (5+2)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3]-o4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4]-o5-[o6-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 2, two side chains (4+3)
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3]-o4-[o5-[x6]-v7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3]-o4-[o5-[x6]-v7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3]-o4-[o5-[x6]-v7]-o8-
;backbone of 1, one linear side chain of 8
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 1, one side chain of 8 branched at 1st (closest) node
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[o2-o3-[o4]-o5]-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[o2-[x3]-v4-o5]-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3-o4-o5]-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3-[x4]-v5]-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[x3-x4]-v5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4-[o5]-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4-[o5]-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-[x4-x5]-v6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-[o4]-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-[o4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-o3-[o4-[x5]-v6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-[o4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-[o4-[x5]-v6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-[o4-o5-o6]-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-[o4-[x5]-v6]-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 1, one side chain of 8 branched at the 2nd node
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-[o4]-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[o2]-o3-[x4]-v5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[x3-x4]-v5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-[o4]-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-o2-[x3-x4-x5]-v6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[o3-o4-o5]-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-[x3-[x4]-y5]-v6-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 1, one side chain of 8 branched at the 3rd node 
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-o2-[o3]-o4]-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3-o4]-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-o3-o4]-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2-[x3]-v4]-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
;backbone of 1, one side chain of 8 branched at further nodes
-[o0-[o1-o2-o3]-o4-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[o1-[x2]-v3]-o4-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[x2-x3]-v4-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-o1-[o2]-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
-[o0-[x1]-v2-o3-o4-o5-o6-o7]-o8-
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